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Crossroad Press, United States, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.12-year-old Matt Lively is obsessed with
trying to somehow stretch time to make summer last indefinitely. Convinced he is living the ideal
time of life-in Missouri,1950, between the 7th and 8th grade-he longs to experience extraordinary
adventures before he is forced to confront high school, and eventually, boring adulthood. Along
with his best friends, Rob Linehart and Wally Carter, Matt begins the summer with pranks, problems
and fun. A mysterious and ominous tramp, Thatcher, accosts Matt and Rob and tells them things he
should have no way of knowing. As Thatcher captures the boys attention, he invites them back in
time to save a life or two and recover a treasure, but mostly to change history in a way that will
preserve The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn for posterity. Join Matt, Rob and
Wally on their time-traveling adventure of self-discovery.
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Completely essential read pdf. It is definitely simplistic but shocks within the 50 % of your book. Its been designed in an exceptionally straightforward way
which is simply following i finished reading through this publication in which actually changed me, change the way i believe.
-- Damon Friesen-- Damon Friesen

This book is really gripping and fascinating. I was able to comprehended every little thing out of this published e pdf. Your life span will likely be transform
when you full looking at this ebook.
-- Mrs. Heaven Schmeler-- Mrs. Heaven Schmeler
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